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For reflection:  "There are some things you learn best in calm, and some in storm."   Willa Cather 
 
Gospel Reading:  Mark 4:35-41 
On that day, when evening had come, he said to them, “Let us go across to the other side.” And leaving the crowd 
behind, they took him with them in the boat, just as he was. Other boats were with him. A great windstorm arose, and 
the waves beat into the boat, so that the boat was already being swamped. But he was in the stern, asleep on the 
cushion; and they woke him up and said to him, “Teacher, do you not care that we are perishing?” He woke up and 
rebuked the wind, and said to the sea, “Peace! Be still!” Then the wind ceased, and there was a dead calm. He said to 
them, “Why are you afraid? Have you still no faith?” And they were filled with great awe and said to one another, “Who 
then is this, that even the wind and the sea obey him?”  
 
Sermon:  A-sea, Not Adrift 
 I have never preached on this text before.  It is so well known.  People seem to know the beginning, middle and 
end.  I will ask us to please note that in Mark's telling of the story, Jesus is already in the boat when the storm arises, and 
does not walk on water to get to it.  Here we are addressing one miracle, not two intertwined ones.   

And we can't ignore the whole miracle thing.  We moderns don't do well wrestling with a Lord who does 
miracles.  As a result, over the years, it has been easy to look for another text, but I always like us to start the summer 
with a challenge, so I'll take the lead, diving into this text.   

In Mark's telling, Jesus has only recently called the twelve.  They immediately embarked on a demanding lecture 
series, preaching and teaching, the disciples no doubt learning as much as the crowds in these early days.  The teachings, 
the parables, the promises would have been new to them.  The disciples were busy learning from their teacher, helping 
serve and manage the crowds and absorbing knowledge of this new teacher with whom they had signed on.   They piled 
into a boat – artifacts from the age show they were relatively small vessels that, even in calm seas, would have been 
precariously balanced with thirteen grown men aboard. Jesus was not the only one who was deservedly exhausted.  He 
was the only one who was asleep when the violent storm arose.  The interior Greek grammar of their question “Teacher, 
do you not care that we are perishing?”  indicates the disciples anticipated a positive answer.  They might have been 
newbie disciples, they might have been exhausted, they might have been in a panic, but they trusted their teacher and 
already knew already he did care about them.  

Mark told five "miracle stories" in addition to stories of healing and all were about Jesus' power of nature.  As 
we consider this story, we do need to remember however, that Mark was writing to a community of believers who 
found themselves under siege and at odds with others and among themselves in the early days of Christianity.  With this 
audience in this setting, Mark is about something other than making Jesus a really important weather guru. Mark is 
challenging his readers and, therefore us, to trust Jesus more.    

Moreover, this episode occurs between Jesus' ministry in Galilee and his entry into “non-Jewish,” that is, gentile 
territory.  As evidenced, particularly by the Book of Acts and some of Paul's letters, preaching and teaching among the 
gentiles caused no end of debate and turmoil in the early Christian community.   In this boat, they were making the 
transition from the known to the unknown in which the world was changing yet again.  

They were leaving the days of the past steeped in Jewish tradition and practices designed to help Jews 
remember who they were in exile and living under the power of non-Jews, to days of a new, evolving faith and practice.  
They were being challenged to include in their community people never included before and to stop being afraid of 
those who were different (a fear that was not without reason).  They were being asked to do many new things in new 
circumstances.  They wouldn't have needed a boat and a great wind to feel storm-tossed and threatened.   

Forgive me for now making the obvious connections between their times and ours.   We, too, feel storm tossed 
and threatened, between a familiar and comfortable shore and one that is unknown, alien and frightening.   
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In rapidly changing times, we are more than ever aware of what is not under our control – including the world 

and the weather, the deeds of nations and the choices of other individuals.   
We are leaving behind the days when our culture and public calendar was driven by Christian practice; when 

everything or anything was closed on an agreed upon Sabbath or holiday.  We are leaving behind the days when it 
wasn't considered a "micro-aggression" to wish people a meaningful religious-specific holiday—at least a Christian one.  
We are leaving behind the days when most people are reasonably biblically literate or even know ancient and traditional 
Christian practices and celebrations.  We are leaving behind the days when everyone found a church of the same 
denomination immediately upon getting to a new town – often before they had finished unpacking the moving boxes.  
We are leaving behind the days when there was a lot of residual respect for our faith.    

We are moving into days, and have in some ways already arrived, in an age where information and noise are 
transmitted faster and faster with more rapid growth rates, but less reflection.  We are moving into days, and have in 
some ways already arrived, in an age where we are asked to be leaders in including more and more people in the public 
life of the community and nation – people of color, people across the spectrum of sexual orientation, people of different 
religions, ethnicities and ethnic and national origins –and in helping to assure their safe and respected participation in 
public life all as an act of faith on our part.    

Within the church, we are moving into days, and have in some ways already arrived in an age, when we are 
asked and are including all those folk who are also of Christian heritage, interest or practice in our life together as the 
body of Christ.  

There is another group of people we are being asked to include and make way for within the church – and it may 
be a group that makes us more anxious than any other.   The suspicion is that our anxiety rises because this is a group 
we don't often recognize as being different than we are, the traditional church attenders, so when they are different, we 
may be surprised, may be angry and may be less welcoming than we might be.    

Before we get to specifics, let me be clear.  Every individual in any group has a different experience.  This is not 
an invitation or suggestion that we fall on people in various life stages, categories or groups, with mea culpas on our lips, 
quizzes about their experience or hypersensitivity to every nuance of conversation—ours or someone else's.     

It is an invitation for self-reflection, for considering what we think and how we represent ourselves before we 
engage and active encouragement to move into the future. There is a reason we make a prayer of confession every 
week – to remind us that acknowledging our mistakes and failure to God, allows us to leave the past behind and do the 
future differently.     

That group we and most of the church in the world struggle to effectively include is that of contemporary 
Christians, particularly households with children.  They are living in a world of 24/7 connections to work, where 
weekends and evenings are not sacrosanct.  As have many who have gone before, they are often tending to both 
parents and children, but it is more likely to be over long distance than in the past. They are nurturing children in a world 
where there is no dominant religious calendar and where it is expected that there will be less play time, downtime or 
unstructured time, but lots more scheduled time in sports, lessons, and performances with the expectation they will be 
well-rounded candidates for the higher education of their choice.  Maintaining those schedules keeps entire households 
hopping, if not exhausted.   These households have involvement in a multiplicity of charitable efforts and they couldn't 
be here every Sunday even if they wanted to be.   

Every time, we lament the way their world works, we may be heard as suggesting they don't belong here.  Every 
time we tell them, hint or suggest that they should be here every Sunday, that we should be their only interest outside 
of family care or a contained work effort, or that they are not as good Christians as we are because they don't do those 
things, we may be heard as suggesting they are "not the kind of people we are looking for…"   

We wouldn't do it on purpose. We wouldn’t do it consciously.  Some people right now are offended that I might 
even suggest that we do it at all, especially to people we love and want to be here and are excited that they are. Some of 
us are wounded to realize we have done that.  But we have and do. 

We do it because we are in a storm-tossed boat and we are afraid.  We don't know how to do church: 
when it's not the way we always did it; 
when everything isn't a weekly commitment for everyone;  
when we need new models and don't know where to start; 
when common values find different expression and some values are no longer shared.          
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Being afraid isn't unfaithful.   
Making mistakes isn't unfaithful.  
Struggling to find a new way, instead of seeming to intuitively know what to do, isn't unfaithful. 
Starting over isn't unfaithful.   
What is both futile and unfaithful is shouting at and questioning the world or trying to turn back time, instead of 

turning to Jesus and crying out our questions to him – with the expectation that God in Christ does indeed care about us, 
about our ministry and about our future .    

It is only then that we will discover what Christians have known and be re-learning for millennia.  We are a-sea, 
not adrift without a mast or wind, accompanied by fair winds and following seas.  We are a-sea, not adrift; not hostages 
to storm and fate.    

Long ago, the Christian church adopted the image of a storm-tossed boat with the cross as mast as one of its 
symbols.   The story of the stilling of the storm, the symbol of the storm-tossed boat and the experiences of every 
generation of Christians continues to reassure us in every time of distress that Jesus is Lord and Ruler of all and that he is 
present with disciples in their anxiety, as he is present with us now, guiding us to a new shore.   

   
Prayer for others and ourselves                                                          

Most compassionate God:  Your Son taught us to come to you in prayer, speaking the details of our days, inviting 
you into every minute of our lives.  We name some of them now, them now so that in the naming we might open 
ourselves to your presence and purpose.  Hear us, Lord:  

We often sing of the beauty of your creation.  In these two days, we are especially grateful for rain that soothes 
the already parched earth.  We are newly aware that we live in a place where nature's worst is not all that bad.  Give us 
hearts of appreciation for these great and small gifts day after day – that lead us to stewardship of all you have made 
and response to those who do not have our good fortune.  

As we gather as your children in this place, we are aware of all too many places where family members are 
separated against their will – through disease and death, war and storm and by actions that seem not driven by wisdom 
but for gain.  We are glad for even incremental changes for the better, and pray for the wisdom for ALL People not to 
use other human beings as bartering chips in the works of nations or the intimate interactions of households.       

Whether close to home or in farther reaches, these changes and challenges can feel like storms of the spirit. 
Love, new life and new opportunity can cause our hearts to thunder in our chests, and wash our souls with peace and 
joy, also bring their own changes: new schedules for sleeping and waking, eating and playing, changed relationships with 
family and friends; reordered priorities for time and budget.  Guide us through these times, helping us to grow: 
together, not apart; as individuals and as households and in the household of your son; in commitment as well as 
responsibility; in joy as well as in honor. 

For some of us, the storms bring more terror than joy.  Show us the places to take shelter.  Teach us to rely on 
the love and care of family and friends for our sake and theirs.  Above all, strengthen our reliance on you.  Let us see the 
signs all around that you are with us at home and in the hospital.  Help us to use our faith to endure what we must and 
to make the choices we will be called upon to make.  
Grant us the courage to face the struggle, the strength to name the hurts and the love to respond to the challenge of 
building again.  Remind us that you, God who created us new in forgiveness, grant us the power to create a new thing in 
your name.   

Hear these words, Lord, and hear the prayers for which we have no words ...... and hear the words we pray 
together, saying:  Our Father...  
 
  


